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Po e t r y

Natural Confrontations (5)

1/  Swirl 

A gossamer-like breeze  
Left behind by
A running dog
Tries to strike
The stagnated twilight
All over the city
Before the storm sets in

2/ Gull

As though directly from heaven
A snowy seagull charges down
Trying to pick up the entire ocean
With its bold beak
Just when the tsunami raises
All its fierce fists 
To protect against earth’s agitation 
In foamy darkness
When no one seems to stand
On the beach, watching

 3/ Plum Blossom

Without a single leaf
Green or yellow
To support it as a foil  
But on a skeletal twig
Glazed with dark elegies   
A bud is blooming, bold and blatant 
Like drops of blood
As if to show off, to challenge 
The entire season
When whims and wishes 
Are all frozen like the landscape

Changming Yuan

Changming Yuan, four-time Pushcart nominee and author of Allen Qing 
Yuan, grew up in rural China and published several monographs before 
moving to Canada. With a PhD in English, Yuan works as a private tutor in 
Vancouver and has had poetry appearing in nearly 550 literary publications 
across 22 countries, which include Asia Literary Review, Best Canadian Poetry, 
BestNewPoemsOnline, Exquisite Corpse, London Magazine, Paris/Atlantic, Poetry 
Kanto, SAND and Taj Mahal Review.

Joop Bersee

More about you

You called the coolness, 
But nobody opened eyes.

You slept in the heat,  
Discovering mourning, 

Sad horizon answer. 
Or has destruction spoken before, 

From the balcony of labour, 
Bitter trophy,

And labyrinth of laughter, 
Blood pudding?

http://www.andrewhealy.com


Quagmire

 Coming down, knowing now
that everything known is blindness,
deciphered speculation - constellations out there
that spin, conjoin, burst and create 
are mesmerizing but lifeless - into the future, out from the past -
the power is menacing, somewhat, and somewhat
stale, stagnant, just ‘happening’ like storms happen and the rising
of the moon. 
 Rain on a leaf or an orange tabby chasing a shadow is
accessible, pleasantly startling, metaphysically invasive.
 Many serious intellects are left crawling from the lack of sleep,
from acquiring too many codes and smug victories.
 We are small, inside this body of God - a city, drooling with
arrogance and inquisitiveness. That is us in motion, devouring
the zenith and charting out mysteries. 
 But things get caught on other things. Dead butterflies can still glow - 
behind clean glass, inside Berber-carpeted buildings, 
all fluorescent lights and classifications.
 We can point and name and even think that energy starts and ends,
forget that everything is circulation and that life here is simple. It
would rather copulate, raise offspring, than count stars. 
 Inside this body of God, we are cupped in fluid boundaries, by instinct, 
by undeniable emotion, stronger, yet part of, cerebral musings.
We feed from the Earth and we get hungry. 
 We have these telescopes, our catacombs of understanding, 
but we also have pilgrimage, crust, heartbeat, dying, 
soccer fields and song.

Child winter

There was a silence as gates opened.
The bird filled sky 
Phantom eyes 
Sea and winter crystallized 
Veins
 .
Black earth
Sky the only place
For this girly ribbon
Held like a sacrifice
Months in the moon
.
Little trance
Forever asleep
In our eyes
Like the tides  
Of the blood.
.
One,
Summer was gone, lead.
Flames reborn gone up, flames cry
Hidden assassin mutilated.
And is born again

Poetry

Place of house nor land
And journeys devouring
I find you at the foot of my bed,
Eyes on fire,  stones in your hands.
River of death and blood
As I stare at the flames
Coming out of the floor

The peace of a bird singing
The peace of a dead bird
The peace of a dead bird singing,
Sunset blinded
By tenderness.
What happened?

The flower crawling out of the mud.
The boot trampling the flower.
The  root and the boot
The flower and its power.
The boot and the quicksand.
The root and its blood.

I Feel The Spring Rain

I feel the Spring rain
Falling now, roots will
Have their heartbeat back
This enormous womb
Striking like a clock
No matter some snow
Or a freezing night;
Fields crack open as
Pods.
Children shout incomprehensible words,
Cover us, urge us to
The sweetness of life.

Your Blurred Photo Of The   
 Moon
for Jennifer Galvez

A fingertip touching,
A fingertip visible,
Surrounded by a 
Black frozen lake,
Furnace of ice.

The stars, the blood
Of their eyes, 
Are trembling on paper. We long
Uncontrollably 

For the fishing nets in heaven,
For the scientist in his wheelchair,
For a shape mapped out
Between the seconds and the invisible,
As we drift in a thimble.

Joop Bersee was born in Holland in 1958. From 1989 until 1996 he lived in Cape Town, 
South Africa where he began writing poetry in English in 1991. Currently he works for the 
library of a museum in Amsterdam. His poetry has been published in South Africa, the 
United Kingdom, Canada, Brazil, India (60 poems in a translation) and the United States.  
In 2011 he was one of the winning poets of the Dalro Award, a prestigious South African 
prize. He is married to Sandy and has a daughter, Jessica-Anne.

Allison Grayhurst

Little Bell

 The bell is amputated from its string.
There will be no more ringing, no more
afternoons of speaking my confidences,
smoking them out from my private interior, onto
lips and into this stark atmosphere.
 Love is not a digital emergence where pixels collide
until a picture forms or where music is made that has lost 
any deep throat imperfection. Around here, I wear medals 
I don’t deserve, earned when my ovaries were engorged with helium 
and I was trying to stay tethered, to build myself a honeycomb
of golden protection. 
 I don’t know how to worship. I am too heavy to float 
like some I know who find purification in fairy tales, like some I drift from
and back toward - but that drifting is not burning, not a sacrificial bullet
that leaves a bloodstain of legendary proportions, that turns everything
into a symphony, never stops electrifying the loins as well as 
the imagination.

I am on the street and things are moving -
ten gulls circling in the sky, two bluejays in a tree, and people
I say hi to, smile at so strong that for a time I am distracted
from my solitude. For a time I am sure I can understand 
this side of the spectrum that is mine - pallid tones, no more ringing, 
love that loves at full capacity, experiences the melody of joining, 
then is cut, dangling, before it finds 
lasting symbiosis.



Over the past twenty years Allison Grayhurst’s poems have been published in 
journals throughout the United States, Canada, Australia, and in the United 
Kingdom, including The Antigonish Review, Dalhousie Review, The New Quarterly, 
Wascana Review, Poetry Nottingham International, The Cape Rock, Journal of 
Contemporary Anglo-Scandinavian Poetry, and White Wall Review. Her work 
was also included in the Insomniac Press anthology Written In The Skin. Her 
book Somewhere Falling was published by Beach Holme Publishers, a Porcepic 
Book, in Vancouver in 1995. One of her poems appears in the current printed 
issue of Parabola: Alone and Together. Some of the recent places where her work 
has appeared or will soon appear include: Parabola, poetrymagazine.com; Fogged 
Clarity, Out of Our, Quantum Poetry Magazine, Decanto, Indigo Rising and Message 
in a Bottle Poetry Magazine. Recently (Feb. 3, 2012) one of her poems was read in 
New York’s Orchard House Café as part of a Parabola Magazine reading.

Commute

Our bodies - 
incidental things
carried through the 
commute home,
the household chores
    
and laid upon 
the crowded mattress
into the still
night. 

W S Fisher

Working Class Dirge

On this school ground
April winds blow cool in the sun
among lingering odors like November.
Flowers’ buds have bloomed
along the worn paths of young lives.

Scissortail swallows swoop - deft strokes
on a blue and white rice paper sky.
The cold wind blows steadily
through filaments of cooled oil
  
and a brother lies dying of Alzheimer’s
far beyond the reach of my checking 
account.

Salina Cruz, Oaxaca - Mexico 
Summer, 1957 - NOON

The sun’s a merciless dictator
at siesta time.

Grown-ups, not sleeping,
are sullen and hiding in shade, 
fanning with handheld fat popsickle 
sticked cardboard fans.  One, with the
face and exposed cleavage of a beautiful
Ivory skinned raven-haired woman with
a big white smile and lush lips crimson as
chicken blood, advertising cold “Dos Equis” 
beer in her raised hand. 

The same dog with mange crosses 
the street in the same place he did 
yesterday looking for new shade.  

A following colony of flies swarm in 
around his dripping tongue at the front
of his moving frame. He nips sideways and
smacks his lips on the run through the bright heat
and bows his head briefly ashamed.  

In the ample, open, concrete courtyard, of the Cisnaros
Motel, a secretary bird, eyes my gangly long 
six-year-old legs. There’s no TV. 
The radio’s broke.

There’s nothing to do except
read the same comic books and
lay in the richly colored fiber hammock 
under the courtyard’s tiled over-hang 

My old one-eyed, WWI; battle scarred father I love,
is taking siesta too.  I’m waiting for him
to wake up and talk to me about everything 
as he always does.

W S Fisher’s poetry has appeared in the UK zine  Sein Und Werden, the New York 
zine The Blue Jew Yorker, and in the popular LA Zine Poetic Diversity among 
others.  His poem A Child’s San Antonio Night is scheduled for publication by 
the University of Hong Kong’s English Literary Journal, Yuan Yang, in July of 
2012.   Fisher is also a listed reviewer for the online Trillium Literary Journal.  
He graduated in English from Ia. State Univ. studying under poet, educator and 
literary analyst Melvin Wilk Phd.  At The Univ. of Wa. Seattle, he  studied under 
Prof. Emeritus, Nelson Bentley Phd., an influenced and mentored colleague in 
the Northwest School of Neoromantic Poetry to noted poet Theodore Roethke 
Phd.  He is currently licensed to practice Counseling in Washington State and is 
working on two screenplays. 



Nicholas  Alexander

The forgotten valley

The scene plays hide-and seek
With the imagination.

Quickly, the mist lifts to reveal
The valley in colorful cohesion.

A black bird with a hooked beak
Lands precariously on a limb.

The mind, like bark, begins to peel
Haze under the trembling quiet of a hymn

Mumbling inside the breath of the woman
Who continually sings of the glory

Come down on earth like mist
Re-entering the forgotten valley.

An invisible dew moistens the land.
The sound of wetness, but no drop felt.

Voices in the distance hiss
As the vision’s haze starts to melt.

Tree

I’m

Looking at

That tree in the middle

Of the yard, glittering

With rays

Of

The

Sun.

It’s roots extend under-

Ground               where

No                           one

Can                         see.

Broken Silence

Now suddenly the silence is broken
By two contrasting sounds:
One, the conversation of a man and woman
Of how-did-do and health.
The other, a woman scolding a child
Crying to prevent chastisement.
The beatings fall lashes 
In the distance
As the sound of conversation melts
To sun-lit air.
The breeze blows
Drying wet clothes on the line.

Nicholas Damion Alexander is a teacher of English and Philosophy. His works 
have been published in The Jamaica Gleaner, The Jamaica Observer, Caribbean 
Voice magazine, Small Axe: sx salon, Tongues of the Ocean, Poets against War, 
The Cartier Street Review, Auckland Poetry(New Zealand), The Black Collegian, 
Angelfire, Mr. Africa  Poetry Lounge, Eos, Truml(Poland), Poemhunter, The First 
Cut (Ireland) and the ‘Calabash’ anthology So Much Things To Say. In 2008 he was 
awarded a fellowship with Calabash International Writers’ Workshop. In 2011, he 
was featured on e-Buffet’s online magazine: “Postcards from the people of Earth.”

F e a t u r e d  Po e t

John Saunders

John Saunders’ first collection After 
the Accident was published in 2010 by 
Lapwing Press, Belfast. His poems have 
appeared in Revival, The Moth Magazine, 
Crannog, Prairie Schooner Literary Journal 
(Nebraska), Sharp Review, The Stony 
Thursday Book, Boyne Berries, Riposte, 
and on line, The Smoking Poet, Minus Nine 
Squared, The First Cut, The Weary Blues, 
Burning Bush 2, Weekenders, Poetry Bus and 
poetry 24. 
 John is one of three featured poets 
in Measuring, Dedalus New Writers 1, 
published by Dedalus Press in May 2012. 
He is a member of the Hibernian Poetry 
Workshop.
 At present John is working on a 
second full length collection and also 
developing an illustrated collection of 
observational poems about children. John is 
the Director of Shine, a national Voluntary 
Mental Health Charity.

Secret

He wanted me to show
where you could
have entered,
as if the rush of water 
would wash up an answer
or your bare foot-prints
offer an impression.
Only the reeds clumped 
against the bank
made a sound,
spoke in whispers,
shared their secret
with the wind
that blew down river
and sang your absence.

Exposure

The black and white
of your thesis-
the nude not as filth,
more expression 
of something internal.
I feel for you 
as you show
the marks on your
hands, arms, back,
the splurge of dark
relish on your crotch.
Visions of pain
in monochrome,
self-inflicted
on skin
only skin deep,
delicate as the mind.



Jackstones

Their weight in my clayed hands,
clustered, rounded, smooth to the touch,
their shiny surfaces tabulate an ancestry 
of antediluvian sediment
and fractious glaciers,
as my young mind  grapples 
with their prehistoric magnificence  – 
in a grassy clearing we huddle on our hunkers,
bare knuckle bones on the dusty ground,
toss them -  they descend twenty two centuries
before, old stones and sheepshead bones
at the side of a Roman road,
slave boys in the shade of city walls,
hide under rested quarry carts
as the empire rises and falls,
in the vernacular play -
onesies, twosies, threesies, ……

Crow Dream

Outside the window a black white sky
darkened more by a murder of crows
plotting on an autumn day
each one with a suspicious eye.

Paddy Devlin knocks on the door
They’re on the way, no time
left to collect your belongings.
I slip into the hideout under floor,

wait out their arrival and search,
know they will take any valuables,
thrash what they don’t value.
If they have a mind to they will lurk,

scratch at the surface of history,
flush out forgotten memories
of love and fear buried deep
in the ash and ruin of this place.

I wait and listen in dark silence,
hear the pecking of their beaks,
wonder how long they will take 
to break my withered defence.

William Wright Harris

flood

improvisation

purple
green &
blue hues
spinning
together

in a soft dance
in a quiet ballet
a pirouette
in every brush

stroke
made by
kandinsky

portrait of annah the javanese

aita parari te tamari vahne judith

she sits on a 
throne of 
old wood & 
blue cushion
naked
her ankles
resting
on a pillow

gauguin

places a
monkey
at her feet

melancholy

stretches in
to the horizon
just as the ocean
and the sky
roll in
to one an
other at some
point unseen
and unpainted 
by munch

a figure
stares a
lone in
to oblivion in
the fore
ground

two figures
stand to
gether on a beach
one wearing white
the other black

dreamy

these colors
swirling
together

and forming
-lines-

almost figures-
apparitions-

faces 
in a crowd

of hazed
perception-

kandinsky-
and his pallet

bent
to improvisation

The Dream Hotel

is falling into itself
as wild growth applauds its grounds,
the lonesome rooms
an unsympathetic parade of regret
where re-incantation 
is not a proposition for the newly indebted.
Once, this place turned 
our dreams, promulgated journeys of fantasy
when its neon lights
winked promises served by bow tied waiters,
platters of delight
exceeded our elevated expectations.
A fire escape door
bangs shut, net curtains lean to the floor,
someone has removed
the capital letters of its fantastic name,
glass is smithereened
on the red carpet, a plush lawn of moss.
There are “No Vacancies’’,
the faded car park arrows point to exit.



Sarah Farrant

the ivory tower

the ivory tower looms behind me on the horizon,
the horizon line holds that tower of plated ivory;
with a knowledge of what was left behind,
and what was taken away from me.

that tower, that bony fortress of unrealistic dreams,
the ivory tower that held my fairy tale dreams;
dreams which had no bearing on the real,
for nothing is quite what it seems.

the black tower on the city’s horizon is unforgettable,
my memories of that tower are now unforgivable;
i have a box of photos which carve my mind out,
manipulating my mind to the aerial.

those menacing money-rich days seem so far away,
those black and menacing rich days seem so far away;
all that money that was meant to show
our vows – our dry, emotional essay.

the ivory tower still looms behind me on the horizon,
the horizon line lingers like that dress of ivory;
with a knowledge of what i’ve left behind,
and what i have removed from my mind.

Sarah Farrant is originally from Sheffield, but currently 
lives in London with her partner Chris. Having 
studied English Literature at the University of Leeds, 
she writes poetry in her spare time and works in 
academic publishing. Sarah is active in the spoken 
word community and has been published by Poems-
For-All in their miniature chapbook series. An avid 
reader, she is influenced by the Imagist and Minimalist 
movements, her favourites include William Carlos 
Williams, Audre Lorde and Rae Armantrout.

aline gauguin

& one of her brothers

stand in 
          the fore
                    ground
their eyes 
          & chins
                    pointing to 
ward an 
          earth
                    stretching in
to the back
          ground
                    which sits 
under a some
          how apathetic
                    sky

William Wright Harris’ poetry 
has appeared in nine countries 
in such literary journals as 
The Cannon’s Mouth, Ascent 
Aspirations, generations and Write 
On!!! A student at the University 
of Tennessee-Knoxville, he has 
studied poetry in workshop settings 
with such poets as Jesse Janeshek, 
Marilyn Kallet, Arthur Smith, and 
Marcel Brouwers.

War Love

1. 

When recruits stumble
back from night patrol,
the moon flares into their tents
with a thumb-in-cheek grin
while they rub themselves
almost as they will in combat
when everyone goes out
of their mother-loving heads.

2.

Sometimes veterans wake
in a moonscape of the mad
with a hard on for the dead
and sometimes for the dead
with other faces---enemy
then, friend now, could be, 
on the far side of the globe,
who too are dreaming bad.

William Ford
The Work Song of J. Alfred, Professor

We have gone into the sixth month of labor
and have suffered how many weeks of fatigue?
Our eyes bob dully in computer screens.

Form without form
but blocks of paragraphs down the page
with three intransitive verbs
and five common modifiers
commonly and uncommonly used
in spite of spell check help,
words of small meaning, words
not yet mixed in the gut’s mixing bowl.

Our light flickers.
This is a place of ill affection.
It is not yet spring and the walls
still blacken with memories
that coal into ash
without quite going out.

3.

About the making of war,
the nation of whatever army
creates made-to-order grunts
by insisting that all shave 
as though for a date
if only with themselves,
skin raw and burning 
especially in the moon light.

Should we say we’re but
lettered names, bearded products
of the Ivied schools and jealous
of the money they will earn?

We might have been a pair of jack-hammers
ripping up the street.

In the room our T.A. comes and goes
with more print outs and a smile.
Her ambition is to live tanned
among the Greek-like hills of California
or on the Rhine-- as Doktor Frau Doktor--
but with whom, dear friend,
she keeps her own study.



Road Warrior

What keeps me on the road?
Don’t laugh—prayer
and confession
without closing my eyes—
street signs and mail boxes,
an old gas station where
they sell home-made pie,
the same panorama
of insects so thick
the wiper blades bump
over and through their stories
as if they were mine,
your mouth still
that beautiful ellipsis
of ongoing surprise.

William Ford has a new chapbook, Yard Sale, 
due out shortly from Pudding House.  In the past 
year his work has appeared in Nashville Review, 
Brilliant Corners, Valparaiso Poetry Review, and 
Verse Wisconsin—in addition to The Weary Blues.  
His two books are The Graveyard Picnic (Mid-
America Press, 2002) and Past Present Imperfect 
(Turning Point, 2006). He lives in Iowa City, Iowa.

Insomnia

Dawns are false walls of dark. The bird who
heralds the hour that is not sings notes cracked
as the sidewalk. It is no lark. Sparrows threw
Greek at Virginia Woolf; she only lacked
a singular peace of mind but still she knew
where the stones were. The false dawn birds
are not loud and neither could we call them rude;
they repeat a single English phrase, two words:
what now? Two notes repeated, a ragged wire.
Insomnia is exacting work for a soul scraped
thin by error, then tempered by a limited choir.
You know false dawn can assume a pleasing shape.
Damn those who get eight hours a night. Admire
their blissful rested eyes, then gouge out their fire.

Medea on Social Media

Most days it’s too much: the pictures
of kids and pies and album covers and
style fails and hopeful tunes abutted
against being so far from home. The desk
fits your forehead. You want to shut down;
stand in the corner and turn your brain
off. Call it sleep. It’s not enough to blot
out what your friend’s thirteen-year-old
is thinking a thousand miles away right
this second. Still a stranger, you recall
when amusing yourself to death was bad.
You are old enough to know that living
well is no revenge at all. Your husband’s
found someone younger, but you can’t post
that. Wake up those kids; stand them close
to the monitor in their pajamas. Pick up
a pillow and get ready to change your status.

Tanis MacDonald

This is Not A Love Poem

though at first you might
mistake it. As a personal
lyric, it will disappoint.

It will dangle the promise of
confession, but will not
follow through, though you

puzzle over its parameters
and think yourself apart,
distanced enough to judge.

Take this simple test.
Check one of the following:
a) love is for people too stupid for
fear, b) love is a boa constrictor

measuring its length
against a baby, c) love is
a grey bastard who eyes

your little sister, and grins
when you catch it, and d)
you will deny it, but you’re

love’s court-appointed attorney.
If you check this last one, press
down extra hard with your lead.

Tanis MacDonald is the author of three books 
of poetry – Rue The Day (Turnstone Press, 
2008), Fortune (Turnstone Press, 2003) and 
Holding Ground (Seraphim Editions, 2000) – 
as well as a scholarly text on women’s elegies 
in Canadian literature, The Daughter’s Way 
(Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 2012). She 
is Associate Professor in the Department of 
English and Film Studies at Wilfrid Laurier 
University in Waterloo, Ontario, Canada.

Apologia For A Song On My 
Playlist

When I first heard A To Z Blues
I fell in love with the song,
with Blind Willie McTell’s 

jolly country rhythm from his guitar, 
his sweet, innocent tenor voice 
on this recording from his final session.

I fell in love with the opening lines 
Lookey here mama/ can’t get along
Honey I really tried to treat you right

but after 13 more lines he’s singing
about cutting the alphabet on his woman
with this rusty black handle razor.  

It was vindictive and gory
and I wanted nothing to do with the song 
but I just couldn’t delete it 

from my computer. 
                   Forgive me. 
I shouldn’t have been swayed so easily.

Please think of me as some poor sailor 
led astray by the voice of a siren
playing a 12 string guitar.

Rodney Wood



Blue Hula Stomp (Before And After)

after seeing Louisiana Red at the Westy

The crazies on the bus and everyone I pass
carry tickets to see Bob because they know
their lives won’t be complete until they see 
Bob on stage exploring sounds with his array 
of National Steel, Hawaiian, Indian
and Bolivian Charangos guitars  
or hear Bob exploring sounds by tapping
out rhythms on his rock box as we clap 
Oom-pah-pah Oom-pah-pah while he mixes 
the time signatures or hear Bob exploring 
sounds by singing in French, Italian and Hawaiian
(he can pick up languages by ear apparently) 
and asking the audiences’ help with choruses 
of Minnie the Moocher or hear Bob saying 
how he’s a 56 year old freak, how he never 
practises, how he gets through each night 
on muscle power, the unauthorised Bush years, 
and hear Bob saying how he likes coming 
to Aldershot and thinks its named because 
our claps are like bullets from a machine gun 
so clean and pure (unlike the buckshots from 
say, California) or see Bob having a blast 
on stage with all the different sounds he can 
make and watch him play his National 
Steel uke while walking up and down the isles 
mouthing the words Thank you to the audience 
clapping under a rainbow of spotlights
and everyone will feel their lives are richer.

After his set he was behind the CD stall 
in the hallway wearing a white African shirt 
fringed with blue and I want to tell him that a hand 
has only tendons not muscles, that Aldershot 
is also known as home of the British Army 
and that once I was stopped by the gun-toting 
Military Police who got out of their jeep to ask 
what I posted through a bookshop letterbox 
(it was just a flyer about a poetry gig). 
But I don’t say any of that. Instead I say
Tomorrow is National Poetry Day 
and he said Well, in that case when I play in
Bournemouth tomorrow my notes are gonna 
shine into every corner and at the end I’ll say
Mahalo hui loa na ho’olaule’a me la kaua* 
and I had no idea what Bob was saying 
but thanked this 56 year old freak anyway.

Old Folks Home With Jerry

after “Per La Vostra Sicurezza” (2000) by Raul Cordero

I
like words falling on keys are harmonies of noise
I watch them playing the piano like words falling on keys
I watch them playing the piano in harmonies of noise

II
the hope of magic is being stuck in a film
a mouse has had enough of the hope of magic
a mouse has had enough of being stuck in a film

III
each scene with his tail waiting for beauty
where he barely escapes each scene with his tail
where he barely escapes waiting for beauty

On Love

after “Per La Vostra Sicurezza” (2000) by Raul Cordero

I
round as the ring of grace that surrounds your neck
when all the birds have fled round as the ring of grace
when all the birds have fled that surrounds your neck

II
like a prize at a fairground - a vase, a watch, a box of chocolates
the moon’s a gift tied with ribbon like a prize at a fairground -
the moon’s a gift tied with ribbon a vase, a watch, a box of chocolates

III
an Impressionist garden filled with a divine light
an oversized Teddy Bear an Impressionist garden
an oversized Teddy Bear filled with a divine light

Sauce

after seeing Louisiana Red at the Westy

Just mention the names
of the people Red’s played with
Muddy Waters, Lighting Hopkins,
Arthur Crudup or his stories 
about Robert Johnson or Skip James
he’s a walking encyclopaedia of the blues.

Behind Red, hanging like Armani suits,
are five acoustic guitars. The first
one’s mother died when it was seven 
days old; others were married, black,
sunburst, steel and there was a drawer 
for blue glass, copper and silver slides.

Just mention the names
of the people Red’s played with
BB King, Robert Nighthawk,
Son House or his stories 
about Sleepy John Estes or Bukka White
he’s a walking encyclopaedia of the blues.
 
Red was stroking each note, each string
like he was caressing a thigh or breast
and I could barely breathe
as he got the groove of Midnight Rambler
it was like he was diving in whisky
and didn’t want to look at the sun.

Rodney Wood lives in Farnborough, Hampshire 
with his wife. He spends his time looking after 
a granddaughter, doing front of house work at 
a local arts centre as well as reading/writing/
performing poetry. He has been published in 
magazines (Impress, Snakeskin, Qarrtsiluni, Poetry 
News), anthologies (Robin Hood Book, Split 
Screen) and read on the radio.



V i s u a l  A r t  & 
P h o t o g r a p h y

Aoife Casey

Aoife Casey is a Dublin based photographer 
and performance artist whose work deals with 
the public/private sphere and explorations of 
sensorial experiences within social, cultural, 
architectural and environmental spaces. 

“I have a current interest in narrative, the 
forgotten places and a reflective mood 
in relation to the economic climate, the 
desperation, being on the edge of reason, where 
the everyday has been eroded and there is a 
longing for transformation. There is a sense of 
intimacy and voyeurism in the work, of catching 
an act, something strange or unnerving taking 
place and wanting to reckon an outcome.
These photos see the model embody the 
theme of struggle, progression/regression and 
acceptance.”

www.aoifecaseyartist.blogspot.com

Fiona Marron

Fiona Marron’s practice relates to several 
interconneted social systems, bound by 
an interest in mercantile and economic 
influence. By means of encountering 
contexts of labour and exchange, 
together with the protagonists of these 
environments, she explores curiosities 
of human behaviour. Her practice has 
evolved through engagement with both 
pre-existing and constructed situations 
within these contexts - the results of 
which are manifested predominantly 
as video installations. While much of 
her work to date engages with specific 
locations within Ireland, the intention is 
that visual geographic features remain 
indistinct enough to facilitate their 
functioning as universal contemporary 
signifiers for a spirit in time.

Aoife Casey

http://www.aoifecaseyartist.blogspot.com


Fiona Marron

from Project Pawnbrokers
S h o r t  F i c t i o n

EM Reapy

EM Reapy edits wordlegs.com, has an MA 
in Creative Writing from Queen’s University, 
Belfast, is Tyrone Guthrie Centre’s Irish 
Exchange Writer to Varuna, Sydney 2012, 
received Travel and Training Fund from Arts 
Council of Ireland to complete this. A short 
story she recorded with podcasts.ie went to 
No. 1 in both the Irish and Global Literature 
Podcast Charts on iTunes in May 2012. She 
is featuring and reading at the Australian 
Young Writers’ Festival; as a ‘New Voice’ and 
panellist at the Dromineer Literary Festival 
and she is director of wordlegs presents: 
Shore Writers’ Festival 2012. Barley Films 
are animating one of her short films and 
she’s working on a feature length script and a 
collection of short stories.

Now

Days lounging around your sitting room, watching cartoons, 
Judge Judy or DVDs rented and forgotten about from 
Extravision. Evenings playing poker or going for walks along 
the river, chatting about growing up, me in the countryside 
in a big house on a big farm, you in a town above a busy 
newsagents. We’d talk about Uni but then stop ourselves 
because we spent enough time there. You engineering. 
Mechanical. Me, Music Therapy. Neither of us really wanted 
to do our courses. Parent pressure you called it. After lectures 
you would cook for me. Garlic bread and spaghetti bolognaise, 
frozen pizzas or baked spuds.  

I only cooked for you once, a breakfast. One we couldn’t 
swallow because of guilt.

Your girlfriend was in England, training to be a nurse. You 
saw her every couple of weekends. My boyfriend worked in 
Dublin, he played soccer on Sundays. I drove up to him when 
I could. The petrol consuming my social life. 

When we did it or almost did it, I cried and you said 
everything would be okay but it wasn’t. I’d never cheated in 
anything before. You hugged me for what felt like forever 
and I didn’t want to let go of my grasp on you. I knew that 
you weren’t going to leave her for me; she had met your 
parents, she was a wholesome Irish girl with easily achievable 
ambitions. Old fashioned like you. A wife. A mother.

http://www.podcasts.ie


The morning after, I prodded my sausages around the plate, mashed 
up my beans and buttered my toast but to eat in front of you was too 
intimate then. We had let ourselves go, go too far. With tongues and 
fingers and palms and skin. 

I think I might be in love with you, I said. You hushed me and 
held my hand. Then you went home to her. I broke it off with him 
by phone and later crashed my car into a pillar on returning from 
Dunnes with junk food.

My housemates were gone to their families for the weekend. I lay on 
the couch, wrapped in a furry blanket and watched Sky News until 
my eyes grew heavy. Left the insurance claim, the assignments and 
the desperate need for a shower hang over me. Thought about texting 
you. Tried to. Deleted it. Tried to again. Sent it to myself to see how 
it looked. Deleted it. I waited for you to call. I wondered if you were 
thinking of me. I wondered were you sleeping with her. I threw up 
cheesy Doritos and half a Swiss Roll and vomiting made me feel 
better by making me feel worse. 

We grew far apart. I met someone else. You hated him. You said he 
was a fool. He was a fool but I’d have never said you were right. 

When you met me for coffee before the final exams, you were angry 
that I hadn’t bothered studying. ‘You’ve gone from Peter to Paul,’ you 
said. And where were you, I asked. How’s your girlfriend, I asked. 
You went silent and slurped your steamy coffee and I was happy it 
scalded your tongue.

I didn’t see you for years but for a while I did text to see how you 
were getting on, you hadn’t done something stupid, even though it 
was me who would do something stupid and we both knew that. 

I tried heroin, once only. I was mugged when I was drunk and I 
developed agoraphobia. Got therapy. Got better. Sort of. My childhood 
friend died of cancer. My heart broke again in a different way. In a pure 
way. I took up piano. I was good still. They wanted me to compose 
music. I said I’d try. I got concerts. I played festivals, private parties for 
the wealthy and in grimy falling apart venues for the students. I played 
for European royalty and internet freaks. The powers that be paid 
for me to go to the States, to Australia and Japan. I never thought of 
you unless I met someone from where you’re from. They all knew the 
newsagents. Knew you as the ‘big fella.’

And then, I had a gig in your hometown. You rang me when you saw 
the posters. ‘It’s not my kind of thing but I’ll make an exception for 
you,’ you said. I smiled and knew I’d have to shave my legs for it.

You came in alone and sat near the middle. Your big shoulders and 
head blocking the couple behind you. You were one of those people 
who others would strain their necks over and swear about in the 
cinema.  

I played with passion. I talked about the music and the audience 
laughed when they were supposed to. I was ambushed after by the arts 
crowd in the town, pulling me this and that way, giving me CDs and 
pens for autographs and flowers. Posing for photos. You waited for me 
in the middle. My cocktail dress was long and black. You were in jeans 
and a white t-shirt. Lines were like sunbursts at the edge of your eyes. 

‘Long time, stranger,’ you said. ‘Too long. You’re doing well. I liked it. 
You look the same as always though. Stunning.’ 
‘You’re still a charmer,’ I said but played with my hair anyway.  
‘We go for a drink?’ 
‘Yeah.’ 

The pub was old. Crap hung up all over the walls. Photos of the regulars 
when the pub went on holiday together. Vintage Guinness mirrors and 
posters. We sat in the corner on red leather. You sat opposite me but 
then moved in beside me. The talk was good, you were getting on well, 
so was I. We were proud of each other. I felt safe with you still. Then you 
kissed me and told me you wished we could pick up where we left off. 
But it did nothing for me. 
I wasn’t sure if I was relieved or disappointed. 
We stayed until 2.10am and then I went back to my hotel, alone. I 
didn’t want you to come up, I made excuses about travelling early in the 
morning. You were closed mouthed and you held me before I walked 
inside. A hug that felt like Uni. It wasn’t enough. Now. 

You texted, ‘Delighted we met up. So good to see you and to hear you 
play. Hope you enjoyed the company.’ 
I did but I didn’t reply. 
I showered and then lay naked on the big double bed, starched sheets 
and blankets so white they could never be mine and then I wrote a song.
It had nothing to do with you.



S u b m i s s i o n s

Instructions for submissions can be found at http://thewearyblues.org/submit.html

The Weary Blues welcomes submissions of poetry, short fiction, visual art and 
photography. Please follow submission guidelines. Submissions that do not adhere 
to the guidelines exactly as specified will unfortunately be rejected.

Submissions are to be sent to the following:
the weary blues arts journal [at] gmail [dot] com

Please remove all spaces and replace the [at] and [dot] as required. We have 
presented the e-mail address in this fashion as a precaution against spam.

Submissions Guidelines

The Weary Blues does not accept simultaneous submissions. Please submit to only 
one category per edition.

Literary Submissions: All submissions of literature, poetry and short fiction are to be 
accompanied by a third-person biographical note, as well as a suitable colour profile 
photograph. 

The work of literature, biographical note and profile photo are all to be contained 
in one single file ( .pdf, .doc, .docx or .rtf), which should also include your full 
name, e-mail address and contact details at the beginning. Please ensure that the 
formatting of your work is print ready and will appear as intended across differing 
productivity suites (submitting in .pdf format can help to ensure this). 

Name this file using the following convention: [Poetry/Short Fiction] - [Author] - 
[Title, Title]
Example:
Poetry - Joe Bloggs - A Poem About Poems, A Poem About Poems About Poems

Please submit no more than 5 poems, with a page break between each piece.  Short 
fiction should be limited to 3,000 words. Please submit no more than one story.  

Visual Art & Photography: Please submit no more than two images, and please 
ensure that these are named. In addition, include some brief biographical details, 
and some details on the origins of the submitted work (background, inspiration, 
influence, methods etc). If available, please also submit a suitable profile photograph. 
Please include your full name and e-mail address with your biographical details. 
Include all photos and details within one single file. 

Name this file using the following convention: Art - [Author] - [Title, Title]

Art - Joe Bloggs - A Picture of a Lake, A Picture of a Tree

All submissions are subject to a blind review process.

Please allow sufficient time for a response. The copyright for work that has been 
submitted remains with the author. All issues pertaining to existing copyright and 
licensing agreements are the responsibility of the individual making the submission. 
By submitting your work to The Weary Blues, you are giving permission for that 
work to be freely reproduced by the journal, which will be offered freely online and 
via other means of distribution, to as wide an audience as possible.

http://thewearyblues.org/submit.html

